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Abstract: Pork and beef are the main resources of red meat in the world. However, not everyone can eat pork because
of their religious background or other reasons. Therefore, it is very important to ensure the purity of the meat prior to
being consumed. This research applied ensemble learning to optimize the classification on Electronic Nose Dataset
for Pork Adulteration in Beef. Ensemble learning is one of a method that is widely used and the most successful method
to improve performance. This research used several traditional machine learning algorithms and chose a machine
learning algorithm, which produced the best result as the base classifier for ensemble learning to optimize the
classification on Electronic Nose Dataset for Pork Adulteration in Beef. There were three ensemble learnings used in
this research, namely hard voting, stacking, and bagging. The steps conducted in this research comprise (1) preprocessing by de-noising of the raw signals, (2) statistical feature extraction, (3) feature selection, (4) classification,
(5) using ensemble learning to improve the performance, and (6) performance evaluation. The experiment result shows
that hard voting ensemble learning using K-nearest neighbors (KNN) as base classifier is able to distinguish well
between beef, pork, and pork adulteration in beef to seven classes which obtained 98.33% accuracy.
Keywords: Electronic nose, Ensemble learning, Hard voting, K-nearest neighbors, Pork adulteration.

1. Introduction
Pork and beef are the most common main
resources of red meat in the world. These two types
of red meat are widely consumed animal-based
protein [1]; however, not everyone can eat pork
because of their religious background or other
reasons. Therefore, it is important to ensure the
quality and purity of the meat prior to being
consumed.
An electronic nose dataset for pork adulteration
in beef used a device called electronic nose to retrieve
data regarding odor from several weight
combinations of pork and beef [2]. An electronic nose
is one of the most powerful tools in the food quality
industry because it is low-cost, easy to implement,
faster process, and flexible [3-4].
This research aims to improve the classification
of the electronic nose dataset for pork adulteration in
beef by using ensemble learning. Other traditional
machine learning algorithms have been commonly

used to perform classifications and predictions. This
research used a traditional machine learning that has
been shown to produce good result in classification
as a base learner in an ensemble learner to optimize
the accuracy of the classifier. The use of ensemble
learning aims to improve the classification’s
performance without changing the data. Several
studies have used ensemble learning to improve
prediction accuracy, such as improve data stream
accuracy [5], improve classification techniques on
majority voting [6], and dealing with imbalanced data
[7].
Several researches related to the classification of
different types of meat can be seen in Table 1, the best
accuracy of 98.10% is obtained using optimized
Support Vector Machine (SVM) with the same
dataset that we used in this research. From Table 1,
we can see that none of the previous research have
implemented ensemble learning. Meanwhile, the use
of ensemble learning for other electronic nose
application has been used, i.e., electronic nose for
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Table 1. Recent research of different type of meat using e-nose
Year
2019

Samples
Duck adulteration in mutton

2019
2019
2019
2019

Pork and miced beef
Beef, pork and chicken
Pork, beef, and mutton
Chicken, meat cuts of beef,
pork,
Beef Adulterated with Pork
Adulteration of minced beef
with duck meat and pork
Pork Adulteration in Beef

2020
2020

2020

Methods
Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), Partial least
square (PLS), Fish Linear discriminant analysis
(FLDA)
LDA, PLS
Pearson Correlation, Support Vector Machine (SVM)
Discriminant factor analysis (DFA), PCA
PCA, Deep learning

Accuracy
98.20%

Ref
[8]

95%
92%
94.70%
96.90%

[9]
[10]
[11]
[4]

Extreme learning machine (ELM)
Discriminant Analysis (DA)

91.27%
95.80%

[12]
[13]

Optimized SVM

98.10%

[14]

wine properties detection used XG-Boost [15],
electronic nose signals for classification of diabetes
disease used majority voting with Support Vector
Machine (SVM) as their base classifiers [16],
Transient Feature Fusion in Electronic Nose used
majority voting with Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP),
K-nearest neighbor (KNN), and SVM as their base
classifiers [17], and identification of ginsengs using
electronic nose used AdaBoost [18].
Previous research related to electronic nose have
also attempted to classify multiclass, i.e., a multiclassification for the sweetness of pineapple aroma
produced an accuracy of 82% [19], a classification
for six classes of civet and non-civet coffee produced
and accuracy of 95% [20], and classification for three
classes of meats produced an accuracy of 92% [21].
The contributions of this research are explained
as follows: (i) the selection of the best number of
features for classification and (ii) the selection of the
best ensemble learning with the chosen classifier as
the base classifiers for optimizing the classification
of pork adulteration in beef based on electronic nose
dataset.
The rest of this paper is arranged as follows: A
detailed explanation of the proposed method is
explained in Section 2. The result of experiments and
discussions are explained in Section 3. Furthermore,
Section 4 explains the detailed evaluation of the
proposed method using the confusion matrix and the
several metrics obtained. Finally, Section 5 contains
the conclusion of the experiments.

2. Proposed methods
This research aims to optimize the performance
of the classification with ensemble learning for the
electronic nose dataset for pork adulteration in beef.
The scheme of the proposed method can be seen in
Fig. 1. The dataset contains raw signals obtained from
the electronic nose device. The raw data in the form

Figure. 1 Proposed method

of digital signals will undergo pre-processing step
called signal de-noising to enhance the quality of data
input. After signal de-noising, the next step is to
extract the statistical parameter to obtain the features.
Feature selection aims to choose the best feature
subset. Several classifiers were compared to obtain
the predictive result, the classifier with the best result
would be chosen as the base classifier in ensemble
learning. There were three ensemble learning used in
the experiment, namely hard voting, stacking, and
bagging.
2.1 Dataset
This research used an electronic nose dataset for
pork adulteration in beef [2]. The dataset provides
seven combinations of weight from the adulteration
of pork in beef using the electronic nose device.
There were seven classes in this dataset based on
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seven combinations of pork and beef mixtures as
shown in Table 2.
The data were obtained from the electronic nose
device for 120 seconds. The electronic nose device
used eight sensors from the MQ family, namely
MQ135, MQ137, MQ136, MQ138, MQ9, MQ6,
MQ4, MQ2, and two additional sensors, temperature,
and humidity. There were 60 samples for each class,
so the total of all samples was 420 samples for seven
classes.
2.2 Signal processing
Signal processing is a process to enhance the
quality of data input in the form of signals. The signal
processing was done using discrete wavelet
transform (DWT) [22-23]. DWT decomposed the
stationary signals into 2D, time, and frequency
domains. The wavelet transformation of a signal x is
calculated using Eq. (1) [24].
𝑤𝑡(𝑠, 𝜑) =

1 ∞
∫ 𝑥(𝑡)𝑤
√𝑠 −∞

𝑡−𝜑
( 𝑠 ) 𝑑𝑡

∗

(1)

where s is a parametric scale from the base wavelet
𝑡−𝜁
, and 𝜔 ∗ (. ) denotes the mother wavelet’s
𝑠
conjugation. The φ symbol is a value that changes the
wavelet based on the movement of the time axis. The
ω is the symbol of mother wavelet. For translation
and scaling, DWT used a discrete value as shown in
Eq. (2).
𝑑𝑤𝑡(𝑖, 𝑘) = (𝑥(𝑡), 𝜔𝑖,𝑘 (𝑡))
𝑑𝑤𝑡(𝑖, 𝑘) ==

1
√2

∞

𝑡−𝑘2𝑖
) 𝑑𝑡
2𝑖

∫ 𝑥(𝑡)𝜔 ∗ (
𝑖 −∞

(2)

There are several types of mother wavelets and their
family wavelets as seen in Table 3. Eq. (3) below is a
formula of the signal containing noise.
𝑥(𝑡) = 𝑦(𝑡) + 𝜃 ∗ 𝑛(𝑡)

(3)

x(t), y(t), n(t), and θ are signals that contain noise, the
reconstructed signal, noise, and the level of noise.
The main goal of noise filtering is to reduce the noise
and maintain the value of reconstructed signals.
2.3 Statistical feature extraction
From the denoised signals produced in signal
processing, we calculated or extracted four statistical
parameters, namely skewness, kurtosis, standard
deviation, and mean value for each signal as features.
2.3.1.
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Table 3. List of mother wavelets and its family
Mother wavelet
Family wavelet
haar

haar

db

From db1 to db10

sym

From sym1 to sym8

coif

From coif1 to coif5

bior

From bior 1.1 to bior 2.8

Table 2. List of classes in the dataset
Label
Beef
Pork
Number of
(alternate
(Percentage) (Percentage) samples
label name)
Class 0 (000) 100

0

60

Class 1 (010) 90

10

60

Class 2 (025) 75

25

60

Class 3 (050) 50

50

60

Class 4 (075) 25

75

60

Class 5 (090) 10

90

60

Class 6 (100) 0

100

60

Skewness is an asymmetrical measure in normal
distribution [25]. Skewness can be positive, negative,
or zero. Positive skewness means that the tail of the
distribution is the right of the most values, indicating
that most of the distribution has low values as
opposed to negative skewness. Meanwhile, skewness
that has zero values means that the value is
symmetrically distributed, with the distance between
the right and left tail distributions being equal. Eq. (4)
is the formula for skewness; where σ is the standard
deviation of samples, rt is the value of the sample
observed, μ is the mean of the samples, and T is the
number of samples observed.
1

𝑆 = 𝑇𝜎3 ∑𝑇𝑡=1(𝑟𝑡 − 𝜇)3
2.3.2.

(4)

Kurtosis

Kurtosis is an indicator that shows the degree of
tailedness. The greater the kurtosis value, the taper
the curve. Kurtosis can be expressed in Eq. (5); where
𝜎 is the standard deviation of samples, rt is the value
of the sample observed, μ is the mean of the samples,
and T is the amount of samples observed.
1

𝐾 = 𝑇𝜎4 ∑𝑇𝑡=1(𝑟𝑡 − 𝜇)4
2.3.3.

(5)

Standard deviation

Skewness
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Standard deviation is a value used to determine
how the distribution is spread out from the mean. Eq.
(6) is the formula of standard deviation; where rt is
the value of the sample observed, μ is the mean of the
samples, and T is the number of samples observed.
𝜎=
2.3.4.

1
√ ∑𝑇𝑡=1(𝑟𝑡
𝑇

−

𝜇)2
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Meanwhile, Eq. (10) is used to get within-class
variance; where k is the number of class, 𝑛𝑖 is
measurement number, 𝑋̅ is the mean from all data,
and 𝑋𝑖𝑗 is the ith measurement of class j.
𝑛𝑖
2
𝜎𝑤𝑐𝑣
= ∑𝑘𝑖=1 ∑𝑗=1
(𝑋𝑖𝑗 − 𝑋̅)

2

(10)

(6)

Mean

Mean is the average value of the sample observed.
Eq. (7) below is used to calculate the mean value;
where rt is the value of the sample observed, μ is the
mean of the samples, and T is the number of samples
observed.

Mutual information is an example of supervised
feature selection. Mutual information indicates the
amount of information that contributes for making
classification decisions. Mutual information works
when two independent variables a and b, which has
probability P(a) and P(b), where P(a,b) is a
probability for a and b.
2.5 Classification methods

𝜇=

1 𝑇
∑ 𝑟
𝑇 𝑡=1 𝑡

(7)

2.4 Feature Selection
Feature selection is a method of selecting
attributes or features from data that are most relevant
to classification. The goal of feature selection is to
improve the accuracy of the model by selecting the
features that will produce a good result with fewer
data. It is expected that with fewer features, the
complexity of the model will decrease, and the model
becomes simpler. This research used 3 feature
selection methods, namely ANOVA F-test, mutual
information, and a combination of statistical
parameter feature, then compared the results of those
three methods.
F-statistics or F-test is part of a statistical test that
calculates the ratio between the variance values [26].
ANOVA is a type of F-statistics used when the
variables are numerical input, and the target is a
categorical type such as classification. The result of
the test can be used to select features. If a feature has
a high ANOVA f-test value then that feature is
significant. ANOVA F-test can be calculated using
2
Eq. (8); where 𝜎𝑏𝑐𝑣
is between class variance and
2
𝜎𝑤𝑐𝑣 within-class variance.
𝑓 − 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 =

2
𝜎𝑏𝑐𝑣
2
𝜎𝑤𝑐𝑣

𝑑(𝑥, 𝑦) = √∑𝑘𝑗=1(𝑥𝑗 − 𝑦𝑗 )2

(11)

(8)

To get the between-class variance value we can use
Eq. (9); where k is the number of class, 𝑛𝑖 is
measurement number, 𝑋̅ is the mean from all data,
and 𝑋̅𝑖 is the mean of class i.
2
𝜎𝑏𝑐𝑣
= ∑𝑘𝑖=1 𝑛𝑖 (𝑋̅𝑖 − 𝑋̅)2

This research compared five classification
methods to classify seven classes (multiclass) of data
in the dataset. Those five classification methods were
K-nearest neighbor (KNN), Logistic regression (LR),
SVM, LDA, and Naive Bayes (NB). The
classification method or classifier which produced
the best result was chosen as the base classifier of
ensemble learning. To compare several classification
methods, k-fold cross-validation is used.
KNN is a type of classification based on distance
measurement [27]. KNN assumes that the entire
training set not only consists of the data in the set but
also includes the classification results of the data
points; in other words, the training data becomes a
model. In KNN, we first determine the k parameter
that refers to the number of nearest neighbors, then
when there is new data to be classified, the model
calculates the new data distance with k-nearest data
in the training set. There are three ways to measure
the distance metric, namely Minkowski, Manhattan,
and Euclidean. The most common way to measure
the distance metric is Euclidean distance, it can be
calculated using Eq. (11); where 𝑑(𝑥, 𝑦) is the
euclidean distance of data points x and y.

(9)

After calculating the distance metric, the new data
will then be placed in the class containing the most
data from the K-nearest data. KNN can also be used
for multiclass classification problems.
LR is a classification method used to estimate
discrete values, for example, binary values like 0 and
1, yes and no, or true and false, based on independent
variables [28]. LR predicts the occurrence of a value
by adjusting the data into the sigmoid function.
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Because LR predicts a probability, the output or
target value is between 0 and 1. However, LR can
also be used to perform multiclass classification, by
using the SoftMax function instead of the sigmoid
function.
SVM is a classification method that plots each
data item as a data point in n-dimensional space,
where n is the number of features and the feature
value as its coordinate [29]. SVM will draw a line or
a plane that will separate the data into two different
classes. The same principle is used to solve multiclass
problems.
NB is a classification method based on the Bayes'
theorem [30]. NB assumes that the existence of a
feature in a class is not related to the existence of
other features. For multiclass problems, NB
calculates the probability for each class then the class
with the largest probability will become the output
class.
LDA is one of the methods in statistics, it is a
pattern recognition to find linear combinations of
features that characterize or separate two or more
classes [31]. LDA makes predictions by estimating
the likelihood that a set of inputs will fit into each
class. The class that has the highest probability is the
output class. LDA uses the Bayes theorem to estimate
the probability of class k output with input x using the
probability of each class and the probability of the
data in each class.
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Figure. 3 An ensemble learning architecture
Input : N as number of ensemble learning method
D as Pre-processed dataset
FD as F-test value of each feature in D
k as number of selected features
T as base classifier or base model
Ouput : Best as chosen ensemble learning method
Step 1 : build ensemble learning E
for n = 1 to N do
(Acc, E)n = E[n, (D, FD,k), T]
end
Step 2 : Chose the best E
Best = max(Acc, E)
if Best > Acc(T)
return Best
end
Figure. 2 Algorithm of the Proposed ensemble
learning

2.6 Ensemble Learning
Unlike ordinary single learning, ensemble
learning builds a model from one or more classifiers.
[32]. An ensemble learning consists of several
classifiers called base classifiers. The base classifier
can be homogenous or heterogeneous. Homogeneous
ensemble learning consists of a single-type base
classifier, while heterogeneous ensemble learning
consists of different types of base classifiers. An
ensemble learning architecture can be seen in Fig. 2.
This research built 3 types of ensemble learning,
namely majority voting, bagging, and stacking,
which use the best classifier obtained from the
previous stage as the base classifier so the proposed
ensemble learning is constructed from a single type
of base classifier or homogeneous ensemble learning.
Pseudo-code for the proposed ensemble learning
can be seen in Fig. 3. The input for the proposed
ensemble learning is (i) N, which is the number of
ensemble learning to be compared (bagging, stacking,
and majority voting), (ii) D, which is pre-processed
dataset from the previous stage, (iii) FD, which is the
F-test value of each feature in Dataset D, (iv) k, which
is the number of selected features, and (v) T, which is

Figure. 4 The architecture of stacking

the base classifier obtained from step 2.5. The first
step is building each ensemble learning method (E)
and calculate its accuracy (Acc). Each ensemble
learning method En will have T as base classifiers and
trained with the pre-processed dataset D using k
selected features from FD, then we calculate its
accuracy. The second step is to choose the best E. The
ensemble learning method E which produced the
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Figure. 6 The architecture of majority voting
Figure. 5 The architecture of bagging

highest accuracy and can improve the accuracy of the
base classifier T will be chosen.
2.6.1.

Bagging

Bagging comes from two words, bootstrap and
aggregating. Bagging uses bootstrap distribution
sampling to retrieve the data subsets for the training
process of the base classifier. The idea of bootstrap
sample is, if there is a training dataset consisting of n
number training examples then a subset of n training
examples will be produced by sampling with
replacement. By performing the process x times, x
subsets sample from n training examples are retrieved.
To determine the class of data, bagging
uses voting to aggregate the predictions of base
classifiers. The architecture of bagging can be seen in
Fig. 4. In Fig. 4, Tn are the sample dataset, Cn are the
base classifier, and P is the prediction result. Bagging
reduces variance and helps avoid overfitting. The
final prediction of bagging can be calculated using Eq.
12, where 𝐻(𝑥) is the final prediction of bagging; T
is the number base classifier; ℎ𝑡 (𝑥) is the prediction
for each bootstrap sample; and arg 𝑚𝑎𝑥 is used to
aggregate the prediction of base classifiers with
voting.
arg 𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝐻(𝑥) = 𝑦 ∈ 𝑌 ∑𝑇𝑡=1 ℎ𝑡 (𝑥)

(12)

2.6.2. Majority Voting
Each base classifier votes for one class in
majority voting. The final prediction class is a class
that obtains more than half of the votes. That type of
majority voting is called hard voting. Another type of
majority voting is soft voting, the probability vector

for each predicted class for every classifier are
summed up and averaged. The final prediction class
label is the one corresponding to the highest value.
This research used hard voting as one of the ensemble
learning. Fig. 5 is the architecture of hard voting. In
Fig. 5, Cn are the base classifier and P is the prediction
result. The final prediction of majority voting can
be calculated using Eq. 13, where 𝐻(𝑥) is the final
prediction of majority voting; T is the number base
𝑦
classifiers; ℎ𝑖 (𝑥) is the prediction for each base
classifier; and arg 𝑚𝑎𝑥 is used to choose the class
which has the most votes.
arg 𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑦
𝐻(𝑥) = 𝑦 ∈ 𝑌 ∑𝑇𝑖=1 ℎ𝑖 (𝑥)
2.6.3.

(13)

Stacking

Stacking is an ensemble learning where a
classifier is trained to combine several base
classifiers. There are two types of learners in stacking,
namely first-level learners and meta-learner. Firstlevel learner is the base classifier and meta-learner is
a classifier that combines first-level learner. The
architecture of stacking can be seen in Fig. 6. In Fig.
6, Cn is the base classifier and P is the prediction
result. There are two main steps in stacking; the first
step is every base classifier in the training phase uses
the same data set and produces each prediction result.
The next step is the meta-learner takes the prediction
results produced by the base classifier in the first step
as input features. Stacking ensemble is often
heterogeneous because it uses different classifier
algorithms as base classifiers. The final prediction of
stacking is calculated using Eq. 14, where 𝐻(𝑥) is the
final prediction of stacking; T is the number base
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(b)
(b)
(a)
(b)
Figure.
8
Response
signals
(a)
Raw
signal
of
MQ2
(b)
Reconstructed
signal
of
MQ2
Figure. 7 Response signals: (a) Raw signal of MQ2 (b) Reconstructed signal of MQ2after
aftersignal
signalde-noising
de-noising

classifiers; ℎ′ is the prediction of meta-learner; and
ℎ 𝑇 (𝑥) is the prediction of first-level learners.
𝐻(𝑥) = ℎ′(ℎ1 (𝑥), … , ℎ 𝑇 (𝑥))

(14)

3. Results and discussion

Table 4. Combination of mother wavelet and level of
decomposition
Number of
Wavelet Level Classifier Accuracy
experiments
1

haar

1

LR

91.42%

2

haar

2

LDA

93.33%

3.1 Result of signal processing

3

haar

3

KNN

95.48%

The electronic nose dataset for pork adulteration
in beef in the form of signals required signal preprocessing to clear high noise interference. DWT was
used to reduce the noise on raw signals from the
dataset. This research used combinations of mother
wavelets, i.e. haar, db, sym, coif, bior, and rbior also
level decomposition from 1 to 11. To determine the
best combination of those two parameters, 1650
experiments were conducted. The best combination
which produced the best classification result would
be chosen as the level of decomposition and the
mother wavelet to reduce the noise of raw signals.
From the experiments as seen in Table 4, the
best result was obtained from mother wavelet db9 and
level of decomposition 5. Meanwhile in Fig. 7 (a) we
can see the comparison between one of raw signal
(sensor MQ2) with different combinations of weight
from the adulteration of pork in beef and Fig. 7 (b)
shows the de-noised signal after DWT signal preprocessing with mother wavelet db9 and level of
decomposition 5; the de-noised signals indicates
smoother result than the raw signals.
PCA is a technique used to reduce the
dimensionality of data but still able to maintain the
characteristics of the data. With smaller dimensions,
the data can be more easily visualized and analyzed.
This research used PCA to visualize the data and then
compare the data before and after signal pre-

4

haar

4

NB

81.67%

5

haar

5

SVM

61.19%

...

...

...

...

516

db9

5

LR

91.67%

517

db9

5

LDA

93.33%

518

db9

5

KNN

96.42%

...

...

...

...

1649

bior2.8

11

NB

81.90%

1650

bior2.8

11

SVM

61.19%

processing. Fig. 8 shows data visualization with PCA.
It can be concluded that after signal processing, the
distance between classes has become clearer.
3.2 Result of feature extraction of statistical
parameters
The electronic nose dataset for pork adulteration
in beef has 420 samples, but each sample has 60 rows
of frequency signals obtained from an electronic nose
device. This research calculated four statistical
parameters as mentioned in Section 2 to extract the
features of each sample. The statistical parameter
features extracted are 40 features, since each sample
contains 10 sensors. In Table 5, we can see the
classification result of the raw signals prior to signal
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(a)

(b)

Figure. 9 Data visualization with PCA (a) Raw Signal (b) After signal denoising

Table 5. Classification result
Classifier Accuracy of raw Accuracy of designals
noised signals
LR
92.14%
92.14%
LDA
93.10%
93.33%
KNN
95.71%
96.43%
NB
81.90%
80.24%
SVM
61.19%
60.71%

pre-processing. KNN produces the best classification
result with 95.71%, followed by LDA with 93.10%.
Upon the completion of signal pre-processing with
DWT, KNN remains producing the best result and
improved the accuracy from 95,71% to 96,43%,
followed by LDA with an accuracy of 93.30% which
also improved from the previous result of 93.10%.
From this result, we can conclude that signal
processing helps to improve the classification result
because it reduces the noise in the raw signals and
enhances the quality of data input.
3.3 Results of feature selection
This research used three feature selection
methods, namely ANOVA F-value, mutual
information, and a combination of statistical
parameter features, then compared the results of those
three methods. Feature selection which produced the
best result and fewest features would be chosen.
From the previous result, KNN is chosen as the base
classifier because it produced the best accuracy.
Table 6 shows that ANOVA with 35 features

Table 6. Feature selection result comparison
Feature selection
Number of
Accuracy with
features
KNN
ANOVA

35 features

96.43%

Mutual Information

39 features

96.43%

Mean-standard
deviation

20 features

96.19%

skewness-kurtosis

20 features

41.19%

All features

40 features

96.43%

produced the same classification accuracy as 40
features (all features). The features deleted were
MQ2_standard_deviation,
MQ138_skewness,
MQ2_kurtosis, MQ6_kurtosis, and temp_kurtosis.
3.4 Classification result
Cross-validation K-fold was used to evaluate the
performance of classifiers. It was used because it can
reduce the computation time while maintaining the
accuracy of the result. This research used K-fold with
10 folds, where the data was divided into 10 folds of
the same size. For each subset, cross-validation used
nine-folds for training and the remaining fold for
testing. There were aforementioned five classifiers
compared, namely LDA, LR, KNN, NB, and SVM.
The seven classes that classified from dataset A can
be seen in Table 2.
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Metrics accuracy was used to measure the
classification result. The accuracy value shows how
accurately each classifier performed the classification.
Eq. (15) is the formula used to calculate the accuracy
value, where TP, TN, FP, and FN are True Positive,
True Negative, False Positive, and False negative
respectively.
(𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁)

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 = (𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑃+𝐹𝑁) × 100%

(15)

Based on Table 5, KNN is the classifier that
produces the best result with an accuracy of 96.43%;
therefore KNN was chosen as the base classifier of
the ensemble learning in the next experiment.
3.5 Ensemble learning result
The ensemble learning algorithm used in this
experiment is hard voting, bagging, and stacking, in
which each algorithm uses KNN as the base classifier.
Fig. 9 shows that hard voting can improve the
accuracy of KNN to 98.33% compared to other
ensemble learning algorithms. Hard voting can
improve the accuracy because this experiment uses a
single-type base classifier (KNN) which already has
good performance and all base classifiers in this
ensemble mostly agree on the predictive task which
is good because hard voting predicts the class label
with the most votes.
Bagging produces a lower result with an
accuracy of 95.24% because KNN is a stable
classifier, which is less sensitive to perturbation on
training data. Based on bagging theory, bagging helps
decrease the variance and increased the robustness of
the classifier. Using a stable classifier is less
advantageous because bagging ensemble will not
help improve generalization performance or decrease
the variance. In bagging classifier, we need to use an
unstable classifier like Decision Tree or Random

Figure. 10 Ensemble learning accuracy comparison
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Forest, so it can help reduce variance and eventually
improve the accuracy. Stacking also produces a

lower result than KNN with an accuracy of
85.48% and does not improve accuracy because
the base classifier used were not diverse or
heterogeneous, so different assumption about
how to solve the predictive modelling task was
not made. In stacking, the base classifier needs to
be heterogeneous, such as combining linear
model with Decision Tree, SVM, Neural
Network, and other ensemble algorithms.
4. Evaluation and performance
Confusion matrix is a method usually used to
measure classifiers performance. Confusion matrix
provides information about the comparison of
classification results performed by a classification
method with the actual class label. In hard voting
confusion matrix as seen in Fig. 10, class 000 (class
Table 7. Ensemble learning (hard voting) performance
result
Class Precision Recall F1-score Accuracy
000
100%
100%
100%
100%
010
100%
100%
100%
100%
025
95.16%
98.33%
96.72%
99.05%
050
100%
90%
94.74%
98.57%
075
98.36%
100%
99.17%
99.76%
090
100%
100%
100%
100%
100
95.24%
100%
97.56%
99.29%
Table 8. Comparative study of proposed method
Author
Methodology
Accuracy
Leng [13]
DA
93.33%
Sarno [14]
Optimized SVM
98.10%
Proposed
Ensemble learning 98.33%
methodology
(majority voting)

Figure. 11 Confusion matrix of proposed ensemble
learning
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0), class010 (class 1), class 075 (class 4), class 090
(class 5), and class 100 (class 6) were predicted
perfectly. On the other hand, class 025 (class 2) had
1 datum that was wrongly predicted and class 050
(class 3) had 6 data that were wrongly predicted, 3
data were predicted as class 025 and another 3 data
were predicted as class 100.
From confusion matrix, other metrics namely
precision, recall, and f1 score can be retrieved. The
precision value is the ratio of TP predictions to
overall positive predicted outcomes. The recall value
is a ratio of TP predictions to the overall true positive
data, whereas f1 score is a measure of the classifier’s
accuracy. The precision, recall, f1-score, and
accuracy value can be seen in Table 7. Those metrics
values show that majority voting produces superior
performance in the classification of seven classes
from the electronic nose dataset for pork adulteration
in beef.
This research also compared the proposed
method with the latest previous research using the
same dataset in terms of accuracy. The comparison
result can be seen in Table 8. It indicates that the
proposed method has achieved the best performance
with an accuracy of 98.33% compared to DA [13]
which produced an accuracy of 93.33% and
optimized SVM [14] which produced an accuracy of
98.10%.
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